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A planning meeting for the
Make
Jobs
Not WQr"
.
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I
demonstration w.lll be held
' today at 5 p.m. In Room 231•
D of the SUI. All Interested
persons are urged to aHend.
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By JOSEPH MONAHAN
, bate) which perpetuates
James Trudell, national F-airchild's federal
chairman of the· American Indian subsidies .•. also their defense
Movement (AIM) .said yestel'day contracts and the Manpower
AIM did not occupy the Fairchild Development Act funds."
phmt "because they "we1·e a bunch
In the settlement between the
of militants."
·
Navajo Tribal Advisory.
"We went into Fairchild Committee and AIM the.
Corpo..ation bec::ause the committees a1,rreed to request a
corporation. had been e:xploi~ing its federal audit of Fairchild's use of
Navajo employes. We can .prove ·on the job training funds. 'The
it," Trudell said.
;.
council also agreed to ask the
Trudell was one of about 40 gov.ernment for a civil rights
Indians who participated in a investigation into treatment of
takeover of the Faircbild Camera Fairchild employes.
_
ahd Transistor Company at
During the occupation .Trudell
Shiprock, N~w Me:xic;:o. The said the Indians discovered
occupation began Feb. 24 and documents which prove Fairchild
i•Mto by Rick Wilson
ended Monday,
.
is guilty of aU his charges.
Trudell made his remarks at an . "The.-e are people th.at have
National AIM Chairman James Trudell (above} said at a press
a rternoon press conference in documents in their hallds at this
conference yesterday the Fairchild Corporation was abusing. 11i:Jn
Albuquerque. Jn a wide ,ranging time that they .are going to take
the job training funds" and the Navajos could prove it.
(Cotatinued 011 page 5)
exchange Trudell knock~d the
. press for not being objective in its
coverage of the occupation.
"We Wallt to see some objective
journalism, and if you don't like
· us we are sorry about that. We
feel we' should . be respected and
then rn~y.,-e .YbU (~he preJS) will
be t•especled/' the AIM leade1'
'
said. ·
• In a memo to the general
Admitting unprepared high
The main allegation .against
faculty, Chester TraveJstead, vice · school grad.uate.s is not feasible,
Fairchild made by Trudell was
president for academic affairs, Travelstead said, because! the
that Fairchild was abusing "on the
.urged the faculty to vote for University does not have the
job trainin~ funds;' received from
reinstituting UNM entrance financial resources to implement
the· .federal goverQment. TrudeJJ · .
requirements.
massive remedial or tutorial
said the 140 employes laid off . ·
Travelstead said the mission of programs.
recently by Fairchild was caused
UNM's undergraduate program is . "To be specific, if aU the
by Fa i r c h i I d •s · des ire to
tQ provide high school graduaws a freshmen . and sophomores at
continuously receive federal
continued education at a higher UNM . heeding remedial work in
subsidies.
level.
English, approximately 950, were
Trudell said the high turnover
With that mission in mind, the to receive (tutorial) Instruction at
rate that Fairchild has complained
memo continued, "this institution · a student-faculty ratio of 6!lt the
of at the Shiprock plant takes
must either; 1. assure that all cost to us per year would be
place after employes become.
students admitted have already $532,000," Travelstead wrote. He
permanent workers.
·acquired the academic skills based his calculations on present
0 n ce workers become
necessary to take full advantage of costs in the English Tutorial
permanent the trainee program no
· this. level of inst-ructiOn; or, 2. · Program. '
longer pays half their wages.
admit all high school graduates, · Additionally, the math
Trudell cited this as the main
irrespective of their academic skill department currently serves 2,872
reasan for the high turnover. As
level and provide the required students with remedial math
the per.manent workers leave..
Photo by Mike Gandut
tutorial and remedial. _services for courses aia cost ofapproximatE!Iy
Trudell said, "in t.ome a new · Vice o ...~.,;,.,1DJ,,,.. Chester Travelstead all those admitted ..• ''
tinued on
5)

A committ.:!e of 11 women set.

up four months ago. to investigate
the internal problems of the
Women's Ceo.ter has yet to come
to a . decision concerning the
present Cenwr Co·ordinator Jean
Frakes.
The committee, formed by
Vice President for Student
Affairs; Harold Lavender last Year,
was to determine whether the
internal problems in the Center
are impeding its fuatctions.
"The committee had trouble
getting together. That's why it has
taken so long to get a rcp~rt from
them," Lavender said.
·
The main problem being
investigated by the committee
involves the Co·OI'dinator of the
Women's Center, Jean Frakes.
Last semester, Kathy Fasching
and some other members of the
center went to Lavender and
asked for Frakes' resignation.
Fasching said they were not
satisfied with the way Frakes was
running the center.
''When Jean was hir(!d it was
with the Urtdert;tanding that she
wouJd WQrk with and under a
co·ordinatingcommittee, She isn't
doing that," Fasching said.
Frakes said abc thot,~ght the
committee idea could work
excePt; "the committee that
exists .one week isn't necessarily
there the next week."
·
1
''The committee is crucial/' she
said. "It must be permanent ahd
accountable. When the committee
changed; I clearly had the
responsibility· to make some

I""

·rravelstead Urges Faculty Support
Of EntrBnC?~ Requirer:nents Return

I•

I
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decision,>~

Fasching and others of the
cea\ter said they have wanted to
make it .a collective- since 1973.
But Frakes said a coUective is out
of the question because the
Women's Center is a.~·university
dep_a'rtment and is not eligible.
"The majority of the employes
are in favor of the collective, and I
tinued on page 8)

·Tenants'Responsibilities· To Be Discusse~
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By LYNDA SPARBER
There was mold growing in the vacant
a}1artment's refrigerator, . 100. nail holes
marred the waU, all the chairs were
.. broke rt, an:d the matttess w,as
cgrease•stained because ·it had never been
covered by sheets.
_ ·
It look ten days to get the place cle:ui
·enough. to paint and the· former tenant
had to be called to find out which of the ·
many. plastic garbage bags 'were trash and
which stored salva:gable goods~the
apartment manager couldrtot tell.

McNamara,.· manager of the . Columbian
East, feels that while he does bis best to
satisfy hi$ own tenants, mahy tenan~do
not have the benefit of responsable
lnndlords.
>

. · Not Against It

''I can't see any reason to be against
it H he said of the Union, and 'Said that it
was a 11 tnearts of communication" hefpru·l
to the tnanagementJ owner, and ~enant
combined.
To show his support, McNamara
personally put 1.\P posters announcing ~his :
week's union m~eting. The last tame
Other Side
_union.
nuimhers postE!·d a .meeting
While many complaints or unr~ir
announcement at the complex, orte· or the
treatn:.U:!rtt by· tenants are legitimat~, there
tenants appatently tore it dowrt and
is oftert artother ~side to· the stmy~the
tossed i.t h1to the swimming pool. IL cost
rights or the lalldlotd. or manager.
The New Mexico Tenants Union,. · $30 to un.clogthe drain. . . . .
Tenaut Union officials were
which will meet at noon· this Saturday in
the E.O.B. office on South Broad\\faYt is · ertcouraged by. McNamara's support
concerned. not· only· with the rights of, be«!ause it shows that not all landlords or
·managers forget what it was like·''beforeu
tenants; but also their responsibilities.
::~ii: t.etlants.
.
•
·
An overseer of one of the "lpxury"
·McNaniara recalls having the . fire
. ap:trtment buildings itt the·campus area
deparhnent "re'd ta!it" · on cne of his
sl.lpports the Tenants Union. Patrick

'

previous homes when it became apparel}t
that the elderly landladY was not about
to ·correct any of the rental's many flaws.
Unlike many managers, he keeps
ulogs" on each of his apartments. This
helps protect the tenant when the time
comes to move out by providing a written
record of all' "Previous. damage Ot abuse.
He also suggests that tenahts write_ out
-their own ."damage"· .list .of problems
encountered during their stay.
,
He also .encourages tenants to take out
insurance policies on their belottgings.
This is "good protection 11 ~nd provides
tenatlts Clwith art ·out" in case of theft, he
said.
'!'he insutante. idea is ·a good one;· at
least until 'Jaws in New Me~ico are
updated to better define landlord/tenant
respo.nsibfiities.
. .
'
. · . ·
"Whete do I draw the lirte?H
McNamara asked, after he had shown two
examples of what he has to deal ..with
when a tenant moves oUt'"""'"One example
of t'reasonable Wef:\r and tearu. and one or
chaos.
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Photo by Rick ·

Apt. Managet Patrick McNamara
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Seni~r T•st To
lly KA'l'HY PEROVICH
'rhc senior aptitude test;
approved by the f~culty last fall
will go into effect ori a limited
basis next Y.e~r, Rob~rt Woavot:,
dean of aumissions and records
said.
. 'I' he Un dergruduatc l't:ogram
Aptitude 'l'ost was passed at a
·faculty meeting last falL 'l'he
proposal was made by Weaver on
behalf of the Committee on
Entrani:Je and Oredil;s.
•rhe committee· wcommm1dcd
thut the university udminister the
test· to aU bachelor degree
candidates during the fall semester
of their s<.:nior year.
The aptitude test is designed to
"provide a measure of verbal and
quantitative abilities or the
student," according to the
committee's recommendations.
The aptitude test. requires 90
minut~;>s to complete.
'l'he student representative to
the assembly asked thai students
he allowed to sigll their tests on a
voluntary basis.. Weaver said to
allow students to take . the wst
anonymously was to overlook .the
benefits, such as counseling, that
the student could get from these

Begin Next Year,,
not be listed in stude'nts'
perrn~nent re~ordij, but in .the
t~sting center.
.
He also said .. that the scores
woul.d not he available to
·employers or to other universities.
W<!~tver said there would be
more surface value to .the
institution rather than the
students. The ·data would ideally
be used by the departments to
help l)eltct· themselves. But sine<>
the test would be taken in the fall,
the results could be helpful to
students in planning a schedule
for their final scmcstm·,
"The test can help studcnJ..~
discover their strengths and
weaknesses," Weaver said. "We are
hoping the students will take the
test seriously and benefit from the

.'

·TAX Returns·
P'rofesslon~:~lly Prepared

by

lUI Arnold
Income Tax Consultant
For Appointment call:

.. 293-9624
2.92·2475.

I f101 M~naul N.E.

Dean of Admissions and Records Robert Weaver

·

'l'he mechanics and imt,lications
of the Undergraduate Pro1,tram are
still being worked out. We nre
going to try to get a limited
PWI,tram started next year using
volunteers," Weaver said. "It will
be several yem·s before it really
gds going. An operation like this
takes a long time to implement."
Wc:tver stressed that there
would be no reqi.Jirccl
pcrformml.ce level, Th<• tests will

in the SUB Theatre
on March 6th
"There's No Business
Like Show Business''

EATING
10 Specials to Sip ••• Savor 'n SAVE!
ENJOY the BEST Food .,n TREATS in TOWN!

, Showings at
10 am, 12 pm, 2 pm.
Sponsored by Student Activities
and New Mexico Union

•

A workshop or crc11tlve art
experiences ln dunce £or person~
11\tercsted in human ,movement as a

flow o! autbctltic feelings wlU be

Hnpptnoss Is w/1at wo sell

:-

There will be an informational
meeting on the UNM-sponsored
~"Urnirtcr sessions at the International
Center 'l'hursday, !\larch 6 at 3:30p.m.
Call 277·4032 for more info.

~

'l'he Mountain Club will meet
tonight at 7:30 p.m. In Uoom 129 of
the SUD. There will be a slide show
and a discussion of the club's
wilderness project. For more info call
247·4813.

directed by A. A. Leath over spring
break, March 24·28 In ltoom 170 of
Johnson .Gym,

'l'herc will be a women's self-help
group meeting today from 2:-4 p.tn~ in
Room 220 of the Student Health
Center.

The Chl'iStian Science Organization
meets every ~hursday at. 5:45p.m~ in
aoom 230 of Ute SUD. Open to all,

llap sessions on Contraception and
sexuality are held every ·Thursday, from
2·4 p.m. In Room 220 of the Health
Center.

Student. Activities presents free fibns
In the sun 'l'heatcr today from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Also prcsentittg tree
Thursday musical in the Thcatcr.

'l'be ~'olk Music Club meets every
Thursduy night at 7:30 in Room 263
of the SUB. Dring your instruments or
~ome and· sing along.

Ne\V 1\.iexlcu chess c.hamp'ion
Spetlccr LUcbs Will play all comers in a
simultaneous exhibition Thursday,
March 6, at 7 p.m. in Room 231•8 of
the SUB.

~

~

~

.

Wt!ekends~

107 Girard
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Basketballs - Footballs
Baseballs
Softballs
Tennis Balls-Volleyballs
Soccor Balls ~ Goff Balls

,L·
,5

~

l'ro.. f:RA needs. volurtteer lYotkE!rs.
Open 9 a.m. to !J p.m. weekdays; 10
s~.

Aclv• ..~i••

*~ ·
*

a.tn. to 6 p.m.

Suppa ..t ·Lobo

************************************

T·he SimulatioriS' Association will
have ·Its weekly meeting ai 12. p.m.
Sunday, March 9 in Rooms 231•A,B of
the SUD.
T

L

Southwestern Llf'e ••

todoy ·at 3130 p.m. In ltoom
2:11-A of the sun.

There will· be a meeting or th~
Co·Op .Bookstore _Cbmanittet~ fo~ridny at
3 p,m, In the ASUNM Se1111tc office,
second floor or the sun.

A..

...

meet'

231-D. AU interested pcrsQns nrC ur~cd
to attend•.

·a

Co-ordinator
Examine.dby ·
Committee

'fltt! Cq,ffeehouso ~, Con1mittec will

A Phinning m.ceUnJ.! lor thu "Make
Jobs. Not War" demonstration will be
lield at· 5 p.m. In Ute sun, Room

UNM
3-9 hours
Some Spanish Reqtlired

PEDAL ;N SPOKI
3025 Centra.(Ave. I\IE ·
(By The lobo Theatre)
256-98.93

Interested ~I udents
Should Contact:
The Office oflnternational
Programs & Services
The University of New 1\fe)(leb
m1Roma, N.E.
Albiiqllelljtle, New Me:rdco 11713i

'

.i*
:

*:
**
~

Now in Stock-Complete
Mother Earth News # 1-31
J.R.R. Tolkien Calendars in_ Stock
Frazetta Fine Art Fantasy Prints
ZAP Comix
Bruce lee Posters
Over 300 Southwest titles
Over 700 Sci-Fi Titles
Andy Warhol's Interview
East West Journal ,
Dance Hall of the Dead
(in paperback) by Tony Hillerman

OPEN SUNDAYS

*:
~

~~

843·7559
25,000 PAPERI!ACK$-OVER 500 SPECIAL IN'rERtST MAGAZINE'S

I

i
1

*
:
:
:

*
:
:
:

*:
*

ll8wslanc1·· i
418 Central SW

Good Only At
University Dairy Queen
(across from Popejoy Hall)

·Jean Frakes

'l'hc 1°'r1duy n(ternoon•Coffce and
Conversation at the Honors Center
lounge (Humanities 120) on March 7
from 1:30 l>.m. to 3:30 p.m. will be a
dlscusolon on the life and works of
Wilhelm llclclt .

'

-

ONE

Thursday .Musical

Spencer"Bert"
Atkins
haS plans for
your happiness.

Wilson

by

fl

UNM Student Publications bas
bought a new typesetting machine
at a cost of $24,000.
The typesetting machine will
speed up the whole l'roccss of
getting the LOBO to the students,
,. said Editor Mike Minturn. "The
LOllO will be able to have more
Jate·breaking news because the
machine is operaled right across
the hull from the LOllO office
and it will not he so hard for us to
re•set type,;' he staid.
Business Manager for Student
~ublications', Dick Pfaff said the
outlay 'of $24,000 was justified
because the LOBO was paying
around $20;000 to havl) type set
by University Press every year.
After the initial outlay of
$24,000, Student Publications
will only have to pay salaries for
the machine's operator, which
would be about $2.50 an hour.
'I'he machine's new home had
to be remodeled. All the windows
had to be painted shut since New
Mexico dust gives th'C machine the
sniffles, and pariitions had to be
set up. Pfaff. is shopping for
appropriate wallpaper for the
machine's I\ Ursery and specialllO
volt wiring was brought in to
assure the .machine -a constant
food supply,
.
The LOBO staii would like
some help in naming the new ·
machine al'ld student suggestions
are welcome.

diU.Yisbas!

"

come from. Paul Schmidt,
chnirman of the philosophy
de)lartmcnt, said the money
should he used for Leaching.
tests.
"1t should be used to hire mot·e
0 bjcctions from the facu!Ly faculty members," Schmidt said,
centered around where the money
A previous test, the Graduate
to administer the tests would Record Exam, was required of all
seniors through 1968. It was
dropped because it was felt that
tho Univ«:t·sity was not effectively
usi11g the results.

Daily LOBO
Buys /'!ew
Typtf!setter

Free

*:
*:
'**
:

l•*********************************t

(Continued from puge V
think if I were in their' positions
and making what they do I would
probably like to have a collective.
also," Frakes said.
Another reason the center
employes asked for Frakes'
resignation was because Frakes
fired an employe for what she
termed, "a very technical reason."
"The committee was angry af
me," Frakes said. "If I were in
their place I would probably have
felt the same. Ir in fact the
committee had been in charge,
they would ltavc h,ad my
t·esignation, but they aren't; I'm
still here."
Headed by Louise Murray,
Dean of the College or Nursing,
the committee investigating the
matter is scheduled to meet this
week and to go over the results of
a questionnaire that was given out
to women students, faculty and
stuff.
The committee is made up of
11 women: Louise Murray,
Hannah Best, a leader in womelts'
affairs; Linda Esles, . recently
named chairperson of the Stale
Commission on the Status of
Women; Junella Haynes, assistant
co-ordinator of Native American
Studies; Jan Listig, an
undergraduale; Diane Morgan, a
member of the original
co-ordinating committee of the
Womens Center; Ann Nihlen, a
gra.duate studnet; Adda
Reppberger, a graduate who was
also on the original committee to
start the center; Vera
John·Steiner, a proFessor in the
College of Education; Maggi West,
who works for the Health Center,
and Debbie Zamora,. active in
Chicano affairs.
Vice·president Lavender said he
will wait for the commitlee's
findings before making any
decisions.
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Best
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• • • Bar None!
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Good week of Mar. 30-Apr. 5
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The, New Mexieo Daily Lobo is vuli-·
lished Mottdny through Friday ev~ry
regular \\'eek of the UtliversitY ·year
and '';ccklY dUi'il1t: the summer session
by tlie Board or Student' Publications or
the Uhh'ersity o.f New .Mexico, and i!J"
not nnnncinllv assodtttcd \•Jilh UNM.
Set<Ohd c1nss postage paid .at Albuquerque; N~W :MexiM 87131~ Subscription
rrtld is $10.00 .{ot the academic ye.nt'.
'£he oJ)iflttl'ns cXI}r~scd on the cdJ ..
torin.l N\gCs ()( The lJaUy t~ob[) are
those of the aulhQr solely.. Unsh~'hl.!d
O)linitm is ,that ,ot the cditorint board
of The DttiiY Lbbd. Nothin~ tti'intcd in
The Daily Lobo. ncccsslitily rcprcs~i1t!i
the tle\\'s· of" the Uhi\'etsilY' 6£ New
Mexico,
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/·-Half Budget

Strip Mining
Th,e Sureau of Land Man.agement i~ seeking public tOIT)mf?nts
on the environmental effects of their proposal to open
approximately 1,000 acres near La Ventana to the possibility of
strip min in!!.
The BLM has recently started to evaluate the proposal's effects
and has ostensibly assured environmentalists that a complete
analysis will be made before asking for bids.
The land in question is about seven miles south of Cuba and
would-if the surface mining methods are allowed-be
permanently scarred. The miners would be looking for a certain
type of shale that is Used as a soil conditioner. And although only
40 acres would be opened to begin With, eventually all 1,000
acres might fall prey to the teeth of an earth-mover.
New Mexico snould begin to protect her environs instead of
offering up her land for a quick sale so that a few fertilizer
industries can reap the profits. Anyone in their right mind would
not admit that a strip mined piece of land is a pretty sight. We
don't need that kind of exploitation here. For those who wish to
have a say in the analysis about to be conducted by the BLM,
send comments to: Bureau of Land Management, 3550 Pan
American Albq. N.M. 87101.

-

'I WANT YOU ALL TO FEEL SECURE ABOUT AMERICA'S FOREIGN POLICY COMMITMENTS •
.
.
, • HAVE A CIGARI'

Acting V.P. Supports Jobs Marchers
Editor:
Last Wednesday (February
26th) the Student Senate' of the
Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico voted
to endorse the upcoming march
supporting Money for Jobs, Not
for War. ·
Acting as the representatives of
the student body, and therefore
speaking for' its conscience, the
ASUNM Senate cannot sit idly
when faced with the responsibility
to stand one way or the other on
an issue of such great importance,
one that has directly affected
students in many different ways
for the last ten years. College
students are among those who are
most acutely affected by every
blow to the national economy,
and every drain on it. They are
also among the. first appalled by
the misery ·visited on thousands
by a lengthy, protracted war, and
to perceive the futility of billions
of American dollars poured out,
not' to end the fighting, but only
prolong it.
The ASUNM Senate, therefore,
has decided to stand behind and
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with the marchers who, on March ·either on foot or in spirit.
15, will peacefully make their way
Cordially,
Damon Tobias,
from Yale Park to Downtown.
Acting Student Body
The same invitation is extended
also to you to join the march,
Vice President

New Facilities Needed
Editor:
As I was waiting a second hour
.f9r a handball court last Sunday, I
began to feel ·a ·sense Of futility
among the crowd of people who
were bouncing their rubber balls
in endless rhythms against the
wall. All of us waiting for an
opportunitY to play In outdated,
poorly maintained courts which
serve. a University that spends
millions on modern architecture.
However, 1. don't wish to
complain about the -condition of
the courts, for when you have
four courts per twenty-thousand· ·
plus students they are bound to·
be in poor condition. lilly,
complaint is the lack of facilities
for the many people at this
UniversitY. Who play handball,
racquet ball and squash. Sur~ly
the time has come for

by Garry Trudeau
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But the current acquisitions budget is half of what it should be
fo1· a university this size, Dean of Library Services Paul Vassallo
said. By the end of fiscal 1975·76 the acquisitions will have to be
doubled, he said.
For the student or faculty researcher, this means that needed
books or jourrals may not be available if the library budget is not
substantially innrAosed.
··
Volunteer projects are helptul, but they are another indication
of grossly insufficient funds when volunteers are necessary to
help get thP. wnrk done.
The library should have an increased budget both for operating
expenses and acquisitions. An ''or else" lurks behind the prospect
of a static budget. Any library user can appreciate the difference
in service this money would make.
We urge a strong student lobby toward this end. And we
fervently hope for a positive reaction toward the University from
the new legislature.

HMM. ..

Ed u cat i o n !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

•••
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When the Library book bond was passed two years ago, UN'M
was in danger' of losing its accreditation because of insufficient
library materials to support existing academic programs. The
book bond provided funds to fill deficiencies in the library
collections. A separate budget cover~ current acquisitions-books
and periodicals that the library needs to maintain an adequate
service level for library users.
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construction of new facilities and
hopefully this letter will bring the
needed active support from all the
people who 'know what 1'm
talking about.
Douglas Zinn

Decision
of Power
Editor;
Americans, Hke other people
throughout the· world, have
created their own gods in place.of
the one God, These new gods who
some have placed their faith in are
the result of advanced technology,
prosperity, an!=! a number of other
factors. lhe main Concern of this
article is to focus on the more
important "gods" that have
emerged.
Most individuals have at one
time or" another heard others say
that money is their god without
seriously .considering its
implications. Perhaps it is. time to
take this seriously. Contemporary
American society, like other
societies, seems to be based on the
be lief that money is all that
matters. It is through the
accumulation of money that
many feel they can achieve the
greatest good for themselves. One
of the Ancie,.!lt Greeks, Plato,
described the appreciation· of
certain goods (apply this to
money) as the lowest level of
good. Even today this idea of his
is sound against those who view
money· as All. Some of the
possibilities are as follows. In
America, as in other countries,
there are those individuals who
feel a "god-like" power anytime
they have a large amount of
(Continued on page 5)

The day dawned still and serene .. Everyone was excited·
today is circus day. All the goats and pigs, all the sheep and
turkeys, all animals, big ~nd small, began to meet at the
farmhouse. Although the swine had gained control the
meeting was democratic.
'
As the sun rose higher, dark clouds began to appear over
the farm. Serious matters were to be discussed at the weekly
prayer meeting. Everyone was deeply concerned that the
chickens were not laying big enough eggs. "In the days of
ol~,'' go~bled Tom _Turkey,_''roosters used to lay bigger eggs.
It ts unfarr, gobble, mdefenstble, gobble, gobble, and immoral
gobble to allow the little egg-layers into our farm." All the
donkeys and goats cheered the speech.
"My concern,'' gobbled Tom, "is for all roosters. The little
egg-layers would be happier in the basement. So I ask you to
permit only the big layers into the higher level coops." The
room was filled with an oink-oink here and an oink-oink
there.
Outside, the little chickens scurried about. They were sad
that their eggs were too small. They could cry every time a
Grade B egg appeared. "Oh, how can we make Grade A
eggs?" Some threw their small eggs away m dtsgust.
· The little chickens were confused. Unable· to understand
why their eggs were always so small, the chickens danced
wil-Ily about the new mall. They waited anxiously for the
decisiOn of the higher council, and wondered if anyone might
ask them what they thought.
. Inside, at center stage, . the shy, retiring peacemaker
struggled to keep ,peace. This was difficult. Billy Goat had
diverted everyone's . attention with the latest, greatest
statistics. One carefully documented chart revealed that the
decline in egg size was closely related to the rapid increase of
..,,.qzp~~. i~.. : ~lHl uppeJ; ~tmosphere. :aUly. Goat quietly
recommended that aerosol spray' cans 'be removed' from: the
market.
·
The subject before the Farm Council was how to insure
that only big egg-layers would gain entrance into their rustic
hideawa~. The little egg-layers could be sent to retraining
school or to a Junior Egg College.
But no one knew how to spot a big egg-layer from a small
egg-layer. Careful standards had been proposed. Tail feather
color and a firm grasp of the subjunctive tense were thought
to be necessary criteria for good egg-laying.
Some animals objected to egg discrimination. Scrambled or
fried, sunny-side up or moon-side down, they thought all
eggs, big or small, were the same.
As always, the silent animals, who spoke only when spirit·
voices guided them:, silently watched the noisy proceedings.
The question was called; the vote taken. Should we allow
only big egg-layers into the farm? But before the vote could
be tabulated the sun faded away. Dark clouds turned darker.
But, .oh, finally, this ghastly dream faded from my mind.
The sharp edge of truth returned. Laughing people are crying
people. I move that we table this. pseudo-question and take
up more serious matters.

Decision of Power
(Continued from page 4)

money. Going one step further,
some individuals actually conceive
of themselves as being gods w~en
they acq·uire an amount of money
which is beyond the amount of
their fellow man...And indeed it is
not hard for those of wealth to
make decisions and' other
judgments which do give them

this ·feeling of power.
With this to consider, perhaps
now is the appropriate time for
Americans and other peoples of
this world to begin disbelieving
the power of their man-made gods
and to start focusing their
attention ori the true God. The
one mankind can never create, but
only come to understand.
Alan Spurious

Lobo ~etter~ Opinion Policy
Letters to the Ei:htor •. ,
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and tekphone number must be
included with the letter or it will not be considered for
publication. Names
not be withheld upon· request. If a
lettet is from a group, pleasr includ('
name, telephone
number and address of a group membel'. The letter will carry
that Ml11(', plus the natne of Lhat group.
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Judge Faces
Removal for
Bad Tif!ling
LOS ANGELES (UPl)"Miniskirt Judge" Noel Cnnnon,
who has presided with a dog on
lHJr lap and u m~chnnical bird
chirping 1w•w her pil\1< decorated
chambers, Tuesd~y fuccd
pcrm;~nca1t removal from the
bench for going a step too faa·.
She already hus been
tempora1'ily suspended from
judiciul dpties after allegedly
thrl!atening to perform "a
. 3 8·cali bc1' vasectomy" on a
motorcycle poJicemaa1 who had
stopped her on the street for
repeatedly blowing her car hom.
After calling the cop a "male
chauvinist pig" and a "son of a
bitch," she cooled down and .
praised the officer as the "finest
of the fiaie," sending him from the
courtroom with three dog-cared
religious pamphlets for him to
read, it was alleged.
The charges against the
48-ycar·oid jurist wt>re made
Monday by the State Commission
on Judicial Qualifications which
asked the California supreme
court' to remove Judge Cannon
from the municipal court bench,
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Opium Production Talked
WASHINGTON-An Ub~·icuJLure depm·tmcnt ofricial told
Congress Tuesday the United Stat.es could expand .its opium
production to the point it would not h:we to rely on imports to
meet the n:!L\OI>'s medical needs.
R. Quentin Jones of the Agricultural Resc!\fCh Service told 11
senat.e subcommiUe~ Uw department is ''fairly well along" ir,
pevcloping a pOJlPY 110w fouatd in Iran that can be u;;cd to make
codeine, a pain killer now del'ived fi'Om the ~arne opium poppy ·
that yields morphine and heroin,

ERA Backers Confident.
SPRINGFIELD, Dl.-Placard·waving dcmonstn1tors swarmed
through· the hallways and galleries of the Illh10is Capital early
Tuesday hours before the state Senate was scheduled to vote on
ratification of the proposed Equal Rights Amendmeatt,
State Sen. Estlter Saperstein, D·Chicago, chic( senate sponsor
of the EltA, was busy ·counting noses and later conferred with
senate Democratic leaders who· would decide how many votes it
takes to ratify th<l amendment.
· ·
Despite. six false starts in the Illinois General .Assembly since .
1972, ERA backers were confident that this year's voL<:~ in Ute
two houses wo11ld make Dlinois the 35th state to ratify the
amendment.

Prove Charges ...

(Continued from page 1)

action upon," Trudell said.
Fredrick Hoar, vice president of
Fairchild, contacted at his
Mountain View, California home,.
denied Trudell's accusations.
' 1That is the first I havll heard
of these charges. We certainly
would deny misuse of on the job
. training Junds." When asked for
his reaction or a federal audit of
Fairchild, Hoar said, "I can make
no statement on Fairchild's legal
position."
Trudell also charged yesterday
that Fairchild management "has
been found guilty of intcrfcrinl! in·
union elections." Hoar responded,
"I honestly don't .know what he is
talking about. It is the first I have
ever heard about it."
Hoar also replied to the charge
that Fairchild was unjustly laying
off Fairchild employes.
"Our layoffs began last May
and have continued in 1974. In fact
Shiproclf was the last plant to
have layoffs including about 16 or
17 plants."
Hoar said Fairchild plants in
Singapore, Hong. Kong, and
Molltitain View, California, were
among the 16 or 17 that had
layoffs before Fairchild at
Shiprock. Hoar said the reason for
the layoffs was· "the business
decline and recession."
Trudell said Fairchild was
"getting ready to dump the

reservation" by pulling their plant
out of ShiJJrock. He said that on
.Jan. 15 of this year a memo was
sent out from l~airchild at
Mountain . View to Fairchild at
Shiprock to evalu~ttc the
possibility of terminating their
lease with the Navajo tribe. The
Navajo nation leases land to
Fnkchild and reapproval or the
lease comes \Jp every two years.
Trudell said Fairchild wanted
out of Shiprock because
operations at the plant were
getting too expensive. 'I'his,
according to Trudell, was due to a
hike in the federal minimum wage
in June; 1974, and because Lite
Bureau of Indian Affairs notified.
Fairchild that its on the job
training program would have to be
dropped because it would
eventually prove "embarrassing"
to both the Bureau and Fairchild.
Hoar would not say whether or
not the plant at FairchUd was to
be closed. 1n a statement issued
Monday Fairchild said it was
"evaluating" the situation. An"
inspection team from Fairchild
was due to ent.er the plant today
to determine if there was any
damage done to the facility during
the occupation. The inspection
has been delayed, Hoar said, and
instead will occur today.
A reporter who was in the plant
shortly after the takeover ended
said the damage was minimal.

In other statements directed to
the preM Trudell cit!!d nn editorial
stating the press was the first to
point out problems of Indians.
"That is right, the press was
there and they were always
describing UJI :the same way. This
is wha~ sets some tempers off.
They were saying five years ago
justify your militant action and
when we would. get a.round to
attempting to justify our action,
they already had psyched
themselves up on the rest of tbis
garbage," Trudell said,
One of the few incidents of
violence that occurred at the
takeover of Fairchild was the
beating of two newmen from
KGGM-TV. In an exchangli with a
reporter on that incident Trudell
said, "Getting beat up is getting
your ass kicked, It means getting
cJ u bbed and gassed; it means
having three or four goons
jumping over you at once.
Somebody that found him
(reporter) offensive hit him on the
nose.
"The one thing that shows is
the man who hit him in the nose
was strong."
Trudell said the man from
kGGM was warned not to take
film or the Indians because the
film could be Used to indict the
Indians. Trudell said the attack
was "unfortunat.e."

Travelstead Urges Support ...
He suggests that the way to
He disagreed with those· who
identify those people is to look at "argue that we. must not delly
$258,000, Travelstead noted.
their high school courses and the New Mexico residents their right
grades awarded and also scores on to attend this state's major
"The other chief· argument," standardized tests.
.
' uni:versity."
.
·
the memo stated, is if UNM and
He said it is wrong to admit
other state universities 'Were
It makes i difference· which
funded for remedial. wor'k, "the courses a student takes in high unprepared people to the
high schools and elementary school, Travelstead said, in University without offering
schools would. feel even less connection with possible success reJrledial and tutorial services.
Otherwise, they become.
obligation to develop these skills . or failure in college.
in their pupils before granting
He believes reinsULtHing discouraged and alienated and
them a high school diploma."
admission . requirements will drop out, wasting their tlme and
indicate "UNM does indeed money, he said.
At the last faculty meeting,
For these reasons, Travelstead expect to operate at a post high
Travelstead
labeled the . present
believes UNM should admit only school level."
L h o s e s t u d "en t s w h. o s e
Travelstead suggested a study admission practice "unfair
demonstrated acailemic skills of the course requirements and indefensible Md even immoral, a~
make it quite likely that they can ACT scores alld the correlation of it relates to several hundred
admitted to UNM each
suc'ceed ih regular college a studeltt's success or failure at students
year. ' 1
programs.
UNM.
(Continued fro.· m page 1)
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NASA Technology Transferred To Industry

....
""

; ECC Handles Grading Problems
l
That Instructors Cannot

f

lC you have a gripe about a WoJiman, dean of the College of
grade you are r.cceiving, the Arts and Sciences, ''a11d the
University Entrance and Credit~ rcsol u tion of grievances rests
Committee (ECC) would normally somewhere between the
be the place ~0 t~ke it, but not in department and the instructor.
"If 11 student comes directly to
every case.
Although the faculty handbook me with 11 grading grievance, l'll
givElS the ECC the function to, im'mediately ·contact the
" . . . make recommendations instructor," Wollman said, "I feel
up,pn the system of grad11s and the line of authority (academic
passes Upon requests by students chain of command) should be
anc! instructors for· changes in followed,"
·
grades,'' certain case~ have
Some students go to the Dean
continually been htmdled by the of Students office with a grading
individual departments and grievance, mostly aft1:1r the fourth
!Jollegcs. ·
week and toward the end of the
One example was when a semester.
"The first thing we tecommend
student felt he was unfairly
evaluated in his course work and is that the student speak to his
after consultation with his instructor,'' Charles Il,oberts,
instructor, the problem remained associate dean of stUd!lnts said.
"W c then s1m d the student
unresolved,
If the student was in the through the line of authority in
College of Arts and Sciences, he his pnrticular department and
or she would then go to the college."
"But before we send the
· department chnirman, the clean of
the college, and if still unsatisfied, student back to his department,
the vice president for academic we caution him that he may have
another class with that
affairs,
"The problem of grading instructor," Roberts said. "Of
resides overwhelmingly with the , those students. that have gone
instructor," said Nathaniel through the entir.e chain,. the ones

Lbut win are few and far between.
A student really has to sincerely
feel that he's been unfairly
evaluated."
Olg11 Gandara, assistant dean of
students agreed and rllcommend'ecl
that a University committee be set
up to handle these cases.
"Although the circumstances in
thtlse cases are similar," Gandara
said, "the procedures followed in
the different colleges contain
different criteria. Some kind of
all· University body should be
cre~ted to cov<:r this area."
Robert Weaver, dean of
admissions and records and
chairman of the ECC said the
entire student grievance procedure
needs to be revised.
·"The line of authodty
. procedure that many colleges
follow in these cases isn't written
down or communicated to the
student," Weaver said. "The entire
1,trievance procedure is chaotic and
coflfusing and should be scrapped
and replaced with a new"
procedure that can be readily
communicated."
Weaver's proposal includes
streamlining the processes of the

By LORI BROWN
The commercial breeding and raising of zebras is.
only one of the research projects that the UNM
Technology Applications Center ('r AC) has tackled,
TAC, one of six regional centers established to
transfer NASA technology to private industry h!l.~
conducted bibliographical research on sul;jects
ranging from breeding zebras to proton precision
magnetometers.
AI Wyner, manager of ~he Business and Indl.lstry
Extension Program of TAC, said, "Over the yenrs,
TAC has broadened its resources and capabilities well
beyond the original NASA fill's."
Today TAC has five pro!Jl·ams, the lndust1·ial
Prog.ram; the Energy Information Center; the
Business nnd Industry Exte11sion PI'Ogram (BIEP); the
Remote Sensing Program; and the Center for
Environmental Research and Development (CERP).

Information Center

"Central activity is the information center on
'

j

•
~

'

Photo by Diane Ross

Arts and Sciences Dean Nathaniel Wollman

ECC, •Student Standards
Committee and the U11iversity
Curricula Committee to serve all
grievances on campus whether
they be grade changes or
whatever.
"I think a student who feels

he's been wronged should first try
to work it out wi.th his
instructor," Weaver said. "If he
can't he should go through the
procedure set up in his
department or bring the case
before EGC, if it applies."
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Clinical Law Cases
Help Law Students

.
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Tlw Industrial Progl'llm, the Energy Information
Center, ;111d the BlEP programs all UliC the
Info t•m a ti on Center to pwvide bibliographical,
infot·mation, evaluation and consultation to the
industl'ial community and govemment.
The Centet· for Envh·omnental Reselll'ch and
Dev!'lopment (OERD) does J·esearch on natural
1·rsourco management and land-use planning. CERD
does Nwiwnmental impact studios for industl'Y and
Participates in regional <mviromnelltitl programs.
The R1•mot<~· S<'llsiug Pt·<>t~t·am, is p•·hnarily
concemed wil.h r<·s~ao·ch l.hi'Ough r<tmote sensing
(photographs tuk<•n from nfa1·) and l.h<•ir npplical.ion
to nuLural

n~som·<:P

nPPch;.

'

By JUDY HERR,ERA
The most common cases accepted by the UNM Law School's
Cli.nical Law Program are those that will best educate the law
student, and i.n doing so provide a service to the community, said
Clinical Law Program Director William MacPherson.
Some of the most common cases handled by the program include
divm·ce and family pt,oblems, landlord/lenanl. transactions, consumer
problems, criminal misdemeanors and tmffic violations.
MacPherson said the program takes on the problems the individual
cannot 'handle alone. He said, ''We reserve more time for serious
cases such as landlord/tenant rather than speeding tickets because
usually with traffic violations the person ca11 do just as well in court
by himself after a cottsultation with a lawyer. Also, the educatio)lal
value fo1· student.~ is greater in a lmtdlot·d/t<mant case .than in a traffic
violation.
MacPhet·son said Clinical Law now makes a conscious c ff01·t to
keep theil· cascloacl down so that l,he students can learn more and
provide a betler service.
·
"With our minimum resources, we want what's best for the client
and the hest education for the student. Now we take the more
serious matters and show Lhe law student the model approach to the
case," he said, "which includes. checking everything out whether or
• not. the student thinks the client has a case." ·
·'
Clinical law now takes about two or th:ree ·U1ousand cases a year
compared to a peak yea•· when approximately 55 hundred were
represented.
Clinical law, which is aimed at ,those who are unable to pay for
legal services, is available to UNM students and th.e lower paid staff
employees. Currently, about 99 per cent of clinical law's clients arc
students.
MacPherson said anyone can come in for advice at a fee of fifty
cents, and if the client meets the economic guidelines, clinical law
takes the case for two dollnrs and fifty cents. ('fhe client must pay
court costs which call be anywhere from $12 to $30.) ,
About 70 students are itwolved in the Clinical Law Program, and
of those ' 21 work for pay while
the others w. ork for credit.
.
Four full-time faculty members oversee the program as well as one
full-time attorney, 14 practicing attorneys who work part-time with
clinical law and about three professors from other departments.

r-•

is that 11 computet• c;u1 s<mrch ov~r 800,000 abHLt11cts
(bibliO!,'rnphical summal'ies) in five minutes."

which all or Uwse probtrams depel\d. It is the
cornerstone of the center, a11d services all of the
probtrams," said Wyer.
The information center resc&rches nnd compil~s
bibliographical reports of articles, books ;md lectures
given on a certain subject.
The research staff consists of graduate students
who ulilizc computers, NASA files of abstract cat·ds
a11d private libmries. These "sem·clws" are then
Ol'ganized iltto a report form by und~rgrt{d U11tes on
the Informatio1\ &>rvices Group. The customer cm1
then go througl1 the report and orde1• the articles .1111d
books which m•e l.lseful to him.
The service is av~ilable to UNM fac1tliY tht•<;>ugh .a
progr11m called L1brary Search (LSS), wluch ts
contracted by Zimmerman Lil>rar:Y·
With the access to over il5 comPULI'l' 1la(.a bases,
TAC can research virtually any subject. Mal'y .Lynn
Owen, the assistant operations manager m1d chief
terminal op<>t·alot· said, "Th<> whol~ ndvitll
of this
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Athletes and others with athletes foot.

ARE YOU
BEHIND IN YOUR
.READING?

--.

......_;;:,.

WORRIED ABOUT ALL THE READING YOU'VE
PUT OFF? FINALS START IN ONLY 9 WEEKSI
THERE'S STILL TIME TO MAKE IT-IF YOU-

DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT--TONIGHT!
Quit worrying and do something about it.
Your slow reading problem can be solved.
Permanently. Tonight we'll show you how,
and teach you how to read up to twice as fast
in the process. f=ree. No obligation. No hassle.
(Twice as fast is easy. Our average graduate
reads ol(er 5 times faster with better understanding.) You'll be surprised how fast you can
read after only one hour. And what you
l]'!arn tonight you can begin using immediately
to catch up on your reading. Quit being
a slow reader!

DON'T KEEP PUTTING IT OFF!
The load will only get worse, and the time
shorter. Do somethin!1 about the way you
read tonight.

TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE?
Our half-a-million graduates know it works.
We want to prove it to you. And the best way
is to give you a free sample. You'll leave
reading up to twice as fast after the free
lesson. Forever. Just for coming. So do yourself
a favor. You've got nothing to lose and
everything to gain,

I

If our examination confirms· you .have a fungus
infection of the skin of your feet you can:

The trains are rolling, bringing factory-fresh
1975 Hondas to Honda Cars Ltd., Albuquerque's exclusive new Honda dealer. Harry Garcia, general man·
ager, invites you to test drive the Honda CVCC, hailed
by automotive experts as the car of tomorrow, here
today: it solves the problems of mileage, performance
and pollution in one neat package, and gets terrific
mileage on regular, no-lead or low-lead gl'!s.

·1) Advance .Medical knowledge
2) GeJ rid of your infection (maybe)
3) Earn $120.00

At Honda Cars Ltd., a courteous sales staff is
backed by factory-trained technicians and genuine
replacement parts to keep your Honda humming.
Be sure and ask about IOV\1, get acquainted
prices on new '74 Hondas brought in especially to
celebrate our opening,
'
Visit Honda Cars Ltd. soon, and see what the
world is coming to.
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The division of Dermatology of UNM School of
Medicine needs 100 volunteers with Dermatophytosis of the feet (athletes· foot) to help test the
effectiveness of a new proven save. Antifungal
powder.
For a free examination to determine. if you
qualify report to the UNM Student Health Center
between 9am- J 2 noon, Saturday, March 1st and
·.March 8th.
For further information call: Dr. Smith or
· Mrs. Griggs at 265-4411 ext. 2435.
,. . .......
.....
.
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NEED TO READ FASTER?
COME TO. A FREE SPEED READING
LESSON TO.NIGHT;
6:30 or 8:00 P.M.

Room 231E
Student Union Building
UNMCampus

~.Evelyn Wood-Reading Dynamics
Call266-7322 for Information/Student Plan

.

.,

4920 Menaul Blvd. N.E

4920 Menaul Blvd. N.E.

Mon. thru Fri. lOam to 9pm
Saturday lOam to 6pm
Sunday 12 noon to 6pm

Mon. thru Fri. lOam to 9pm
. Saturday lOam to 6pm
Sunday 12 noon to 6pm

s

•

s

$65.oo

GARRARD ZERO 100c
CHANGER. Features the Zero
Tracking Error Tonearm, with
variable anti•skating control, de·
signed without springs· for perfect
accuracy and balance .•Viscous
damped cue control. Two-speed
automatic 133 1/3 and 45 RPM)
with fine adjustment. 4-pole
synchronous motor.
Sugg. Ret. $209.95

•

With walnut base, dust cover,
and SHURE M91 ED magnetic

""'""· $186.97

I

Hi • Fi Cle·arance
. Demos and Discontinued

The Wold 1209, 3 ·way Speaker with "12" Woffer,
· "5" Midrange and 31R" Tweeter A Superb Sound
With Brown Acusticell Foam Grille
The BSR 260AX changer. features a tull-size steel platter; coun·.
ter·balanced, low mass, jam-proof tone arm, adjustable anti-skat·
fng control, cue/pause, and manual or automatic spindles. Comes
complete with a lighttracking ADC magnetic cartridge, a sturdy
base and a tinted dust cover.

KLH 28 Speakers

List
1 pair $299.95ea

Sale
$349.97pr

Bose 901 Speakers

1 pair $540.00pr

$349.97pr

AR-8 Speakers

2 pair $119.00ea

$149.97pr

Ar-5 Speakers

1 pair $189.00ea

$250.

AR-3A- Speakers

1 pair $269.00ea

.AR-7 Speakers

1 pair $130.00pr

$86.00pr

JBL-b88 Speakers '·

1 pair $240.00ea

$198.00ea

lea $249.95
Jea $986.00

Pioneer PL-51 Turntable
Bose 1801 Amplifier

sale
•

pnce

Kenwood-KR 2400 ........ $219.95
Wold 1209 3-Way .... $79.95ea
~~~......BSR-260-AX .... $81.80
~~
Changer
Retail
Value

$169.95
$650.00

"'.'j .'. •,, .".

,'~·.',

.'e.

~-

\

' ,. t

PL-10 Stereo Turntable
The ideal turnlable for any 1)1oderate priced hl·fl system.
The PL•10 offers the exceptional level of precision found In
every Pioneer turntable. And Its features are unmatched
in Its price range. Includes S·shaped tonearl)1, viscous
damped cueing, anti-skating control, 33Va and 45 rpm
speeds, hinged dust cover, base, and much more.

•

.MEMOREX

$229.97

lea $289.95

$199:97

Cassette
Three In A
Bag---

KeQwood KA 8004 Amplifier lea $389~95

$264.97

Regular

Kenwood KT 8005 Tuner··

$264.97

lea $3a9.95

s

99

$5.94

$87.97

"Spotlight SpE?cial"

$284.97
$199.95
$107.90

Financing Available

When you are in our store
let one of our
Audio Expert~ show you
the TEAC 5300
·Reel to Reel Tape Deck.

Charge it Master Charge
or BankAmericard

. • Direct Drive Capstans • ServoControl • Auto Reverse
• Bi-Directional Record.

$179.85

•

SA. L ·E $7.4_ 77

s

List 99'95
Save $25.18 ~

Kenwood KR 5340 Reciever lea $419.95

General Electric SC 4205
$339.95
General Electric SC 2305
· $164.97
General Electric SC 2205
$124.95
SAVE Up to 25% on Panasonic Displays

~-

®PIONEER$

$269.97

Broadmore 12" B&W Television
w ;Battery Pack

·;

''

Kenwood KR 6340 Reciever lea $489.95

Compacts

,.

J

4920 MENAUL BOULEVARD - ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Kenwood KT 6005 Tuner

..

'<

Sale ends Marr.h 16th

Sale ends" Mdrch 16th

The KENWOOD KR-2400 AM/FM Stereo Receiver produces 16
~---'--~....W···------------~~- Watts of RMS power "per channel. Four speaker switching, stand·
ard KENWOOD tape monitoring capability, and FM sensitivity
to pull in those weak stations.

$3 397

~

~o
'='

~

Low .st System
~ lhat Doesn't Act Its Price!
I(OSS "PRO" DYNAMIC
STEREOPHONES • PR04A.A
•
Sugg. Ret.
Smooth fatigue-free response. .
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"Flesh Gordon": Pitching WQng-DQng-Doodle
DY JON BOWMAN
.
· 197 5 Js the Chinese ye;lr of the
rabbit. Among film maker~
though, Jt could vcry well be the
year of tho cock.
Sean Connery as Zardoz was
little more than a pair of bulging
gonads and in the recent run of
kung fu epics, we have seen killers
(notably Bruce Lee) whose fast
flsts h;tve barely disguised
hyperactive dongs.
Actually this trend toward the
pliallic begatl a few years back
(remember Midnight Cowboy and
Easy Rider and all those rilms that
celebrated male camaraderie to
the exclusion of females), It's just
that the trend has only recently
surl'aced in its most graphic form
with the outright, and lnl'gcly
laughable, adulation or the
aiJ.t>owerful cock.
Flesh Go1·don is dubbed 11
parody, hut like its predecessors,
the rilm is more accurately a
litany of the penis, As with nil
litanies, the movie pulls its ht'avicr
punches toward the end, whmi
after being lead thromth l'ites or
exci.ta.tion, the audience is rinally
given n full-fl'Dnt, no-holds-barred
look at Flesh Gordolt in the flesh.
And what a pnltt'Y piece <lf
flesh ho has, Lord knows that
Moses culled water from a rock by
hitting it with a staff, ,but do film
maket~s stHI believe model~n
audiettces will fall for a sct•imp of

---..

~~

-,f'

v
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Flesh: The Super Hero as Super
Cock

flesh so strong it c&n inseminate brigade of dykes.
the cosmos? Obviously the answer
But Ardor isn't the only one
i~ yes and we have Flesh Gordon
caught up in the body. Planet
as living proof. ·
Porno is peopled with creatures
'r he film opens on a filmically caught in the act of
round-table where sit scientists coupling, or tripling, ·or any
and. other officials ·discussing the · multiple thereof. There's Wang
plight of Earth, a planet besieged himself, a heavily made-up
by the infamous "Sex Ray." Chief mixture of a Samurni villain ~nd a
among the officials is. Professor San Frandsco Coc:kette. There's
Gordon, played by John · Hoyt. Precious, the fairy Robin Hood
Hoyt informs us, along with his
fellows, that Earth is under atta<Jk
fmm the planet Porno, ruled with
an iron-arm by the notorious
Wang.
Hoyt's solution: send his son,
l•'lesh, to ferret out the perverts of
Porno.
who often extends a welcome pat
As fast as you call say on the nss of dear old Flesh. In
Wallg·Dang-Doodle, Flesh is addition to these primaries there
abolll'd a weenie·shaped mcket are m:not· ch:u·aclcrs who walk
ship capt~ined by D1·. Jerkoff, the at.•ound spouting allegiance to
perennial man of knowledge, both Wang.
scientific and carn;tl. Also ln·ought
"Y cs, your ass holiness," they
aboard is Dale Ardm·; blonde, say,
fema]e and as sterile as a lin can
Meanwhile, beneath the surface
manufactured in Kalamazoo.
of Pomo lie tho Amazons, led by
Ms. Ardor is your prototypical Chief Nelly ·who looks like a
beauty queen contestant with throwback to a certain Ruby from
htlents galore. For instance; she a certain sel'ies of underground
I oolcs good having her blouse comic books.
Flesh Gorclol! 'is far ·from
ripped off, she sct·earns well when
grabbed by monsters and most underground though. The
impot·tantly, somewhere deep in pt·oducers of the movie have
her soul she adores sex and lust, capitalized on a tried system of
whether H assumes the form of duping the public. They have
Flesh's cock or the wanton cu.nt spent a fortune advertising a film
thrusts of Pomo's undc.rgwund even too ludict·ous to be broadcast

on "Creepy Creature Feature."
What's more, they've been getting
away with- the whole charade as
the "lowest common
denom,inators" line up to catch
the lurid sights their neighbors
have bean copulating to.
To be pat, sex is fun. Prurient
sexploitation is often more fun.
And it is even: more of a riot to
attend a jamboree attended only
by "media superstars," to. be
treated to a· pre-showing
champagne tank-up and to feel
free to laugh as raucously and
raunchily at a film as one wishes .
Albuquerque reviewers were
treate.d to <I special showing of
Flesh Gol'don last Friday. The
reviewers, myself included, were
IO<ided to the gills. We had a grand
old time, but unfortunately, we
had to pay the price. Namely,
siWng througll .a trashy movie
when we would have been bellet
off drinking Thunderbird wine· at
home while masturbating to the
sight of dead Cambodian children
on the tube news.
Th ii t'~ ·putting things rather
bluntly, but perhaps the public
will have to be curm udgeoned to
death tp keep them' from
indulging their distorted fantasies
and attending this-the hype
fiasco of the year.
Flesh Gordon opens tonight at
the Uoffmantown The;tb•e.
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Jewelry and Ceramic Show
Opens at the ASA Gallery
The current show at the ASA art" or "artsy·craftsy" the pieces
t i tl e d '' R u r a I represent an .expert degree of
Flash-Silver and Clay," features craftsmanship, a variety of
works by five artists. Four are materials from metal to
jewelers; Jim Cotter and Dan photographs, the serious and the
Te!een, Colorado; Lane Coulter, humorous, the Ll'aditional and the
Oklahoma and Lynda Watson, contemporary, the functional and
California. The fifth, Eric the nonfunctional.
Abraham, is a ceramist who hails
' But one thing they are not is
from Kansas.
commercial. In each case the artist
The- title ''Rural Flash·Silver has been primarily concerned with
and Clay" fairly well suggest.~ the creative fol'mulation of
what the show is basically all personljl ideas and imagination.
about.
.
MacDonald's hamburgers, ice
"Rural"-of or pertaining to cream cones, flying teapots,
the c0U11try as opposed to the rattlesnakes and ranch talk, neon
city; rustic.
nnd wild geese arc some of the
''Flash"-to communicate at rural flash language.
b'l'eat speed and any equipment or
The show is an innovation for
. device used to produce such the ASA Gallery which has
illumination.
previous I y o nJ y sh ~ wn
To brand this. as "funky'' two-dimensional work. It will
would be an understatement. remain on display through March
These artists and,their work ratlter""''i4· arid can be' seen:· ftee••iri the
are a synthesis of real home grown gallery (located in the ·student
and home sowrt ideas. Not "folk Union Building) during weekdays.
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Specials
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Shure Cartridges

111 ....

50% Off ·
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Advent-The Sound Investment ·
0

Kama Sutra .lloney Oust - This unusual
fdrmula is made from natura! food stuffs
and relys on finely powdered honey as zts
·prime z'ngredient. The key to the proper
use 'of this powder is the unique feather
. dJ,tster applic.ator. Love.rs enjoy the prdva·
cative sensation _of these delicate feathers
on the erogenous zones of the body.

~

:!!

~7 .. ·~·

;,;,

•

Kama Sutra Oil -A slippery, stain-free oil
with a natural Indian fragrance and an exciting hint of warmth to the skin. It is a
highly personal oil that must be exp_erienced
to be fully understood.

•

Friday; 11 am to 4 pm until
March 14.
the lecture set, will speak at
Popejoy Hall, Monday, March Drama: Albuquerque Little
10, 8 pm. • $1.50 for UNM
Theater presents "Luv" with
students.
Sal Mineo, 8 pm, through
Lecture: Roy Eugene Davis speaks
Match 20.
on "Paths to Enlightenment Drama: Old Town Studio will
and Personal Enrichment,''
present Art Buchwald's "Sheep
Sunday, March 9, 7 pin, Christ
on the Runway," 8 pm, ·:March
Unity Church, 201 Dallas SE.
6 through 8, Sunday, March 9
at 2pm only.
Concert: The Albuquerque
Drama:
Ann Jellicoe's play
Symphony Ot•chestra will
"Shelfy,
or the Idealist," will be
perfot•m at Popejoy Hall "
presented
at the University of
tomorrow night at 8:15pm.
Albuquerque's Stage 1, 8 pm
Concert: The ONM Chamber
March 7 through 1 o.
Series will present Herbert Drama: The Experimental Theater
Levinson on viola, Keller Hall,
will present "Mark Twain
Sunday, March 9, 8 pm.
Tonight," ThUrsday through
Saturday at 8:15 pm. No
Concert: Student recital, Mary
~dmission charge,
Zuercher, soprano, tonight 8
Film: George Cukor's "A Biii of
pm, Keller Hall.
Divorcement," 1932, will be
Conc<Jrt: Faculty recital, ·Darrel
presented by Moving Pictures
Randall, oboe, Sunday, March
Ltd., at the Guild Theater,
9, 4 pm, Keller Hall.
Saturday, March· 8, at 10 and
Conaert: Studertt recital, Arthur
12 in· the morning.
Mehl, organ,. Monday, March Film: ASUNM presents the
10, 8 pm, Keller Hall.
fotlowing films .at the SUB:
Concert: Faculty recital, Herbert
"The. Three Godfathers," with
Levinson, viola, Tuesday,
John Wayne and John Ford, 7
March 11, 8 pm, Keller Hall.
& 9 pm, tonight.
Concert: Musi~ Vesper Serie$ Film: "Royal Wedding" with Fred
presents Donna McRae,
Astaire, 7 & 9 pm, tomorrow at
sopl·ano, at the First United
. the SUB.
Methodist Church, 4 pm, Film: Two films by Claude
Sllnday, March 9.
Chabrol will be shown this
Fo/ksirlg: 'The UNM Folksong:
weekend at the SUB. Friday,
Club meets tomorrow night,
"Weddiltg in Biood;" Saturday,
7:30 pm, in room 253 of the
"Le Boucher (The Butcher);"
SUB. Bring your instrument
7 1 9, & 11 pm for both.
and sing along.
War: The Simulations Association
Exltibiliot!: The ASA Gallery
will hold their weekly games
presents "Rural Flash-Silver
festival Sunday, March 9 in
and Clay," featuring works by
rooms· 231 A & B of the BUB,
five artists. Mond!!Y through
high noon.

Lecture: John Dean, darling of

(except V1 5)

1 Group of

The Hi-Fi House is happy 1o an• drive the Smaller Advents comfortnounce that $450, which used to be ably at all listening levels that most
the bouom price for something really people demand in most living rooms,
good in a st~reo system. Is now all and will dO so with extreme clarity
you really have to pay for something
and accuracy.
really wonderful.
Garrard's 42/ MS Automatic
The stereo system described in this Turntable, which fills out the system,
ad has the level of sound quality is another good example of a lot for a
associated with extremely elaborate little. It provides many of the features
and expensive equipment. It is the of Garrard's more expansive models,
result of two important breakthroughs including a cueing lever. And its
in performance•per-dollar.
. freedom from rumble and .speed
One of those breakthroughs i~ the variations was once found only in
per.formance· of the Smaller Advent transcription players. It comes equip·
Loudspeaker, which was designed not ped wilh a Pickering AT~-4 magnetic
only to have the same audible per- cartridge with diamond stylus.
formance as its bigger brother, the
The separate· list prices of the
original Advent Loudspeaker,. but to above components would add up to a
be audibly equal to practically anyprice of $495. And that Would bean __..
thing at any price. The frequency excellent value. The Hi-Fi House's
respohSe and accuracy of a pair of special system price of $450 makes
Smaller Advents compare flat-out the Advent-Pioneer-Garrard system an
with any speaker's. and their bass even more striking bargain.
response extends to the very bottom
In the 26 years that the Hi-Fi.
c·ctave not even approached by other House has been established we've
spea,kers in or near their price cate- seen and heard just about everything
gqry.
in stereo. To our minds, the sound
The .Pioneer SX-424 Stereo quality of this system is absolutely
Receiver i.s the second recent break· unptecendented . at this price. We
through. Using the full potential of have never before been able to offer
solid·state design for excellent and ' all tha music. including the entire
amply powerful sound at moderate audible range, at so fow a cost, and
cost, the SX·424 provides clean RMS
we urge you to come see and hear (or
power, sensitive FM and AM recap· yourself how much $450 will now
buy,
lion, and full control facilities. It will

Scotch Cassettes
3 for price of 2

KOSS-Sennheiser
·Headphone5
less 20%

Garrard Models
.292,82, 70
Factory Sale
Save up to$ 78
No. 82-value 178.20

now 99.95
Clearance on

Panasonic
Components
up to

25% Off

For 26 Years Your Campus Sound Center

3011 Monte Vista NE

255·1694
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By Sl:lAWN WALLWORK
and DEL JONES
'rhe UNM men's swimming
te<tm leaves today for the Tucson
sun country to participate in the
Western Athletic Conference
championships March 6·8. The
Lo bos find themselves in the
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Photos by Torry J;]nglan\1

Warren Shaw, above does an inward one and a half in the piked
position warming up for the. WAC championships this weekend.
Below, Larry Farrar shows his freestyle form.
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Awards Banquet Tuesday
The annual UNM basketball
awards banquet will be held
Tuesday, March 11, at the Hilton
Inn's International Ballroom. The
dinner is scheduled for 7:30 with
probrram at 8:15.
Don McGuire, a producer for
ABC sports, will MC and
Governor Jerry Apodaca will be
the guest speaker.
Awards (probable winners in
parenthesis) wlll be given to the

.

five seniors (Bill Hagins, Rich
PokOI'ski, Pat King, Bob Tappert
and Paul Kruse) along with an
award to the top .state product
(Norm Cacy), a spirit award (Bob
Topperl), free throw champion
(Pat King), outstanding defensive
player (King or H:tgins) and the
most ·Valuable player award
(Hagins).
Tickets can. be obtained from
the Lobo Club or call 277·5014.

unfamiliar position of not qeing
favored to win,
UNM wo.1 the WAC two years
ago, and were highly favored last
season before being Upset by
Brigham Young 398·395. The lack
of any serious diving performers
was cited by coach John Mechem
as the reason for the loss.
But, the new coach, Rick Klatt
said the team "is ready for some
peak performances. Almost
everyone is loolting super in
worlmuls."
The host team, Arizona, will be
thQ favoritQ after po~ting wins
over Arizona State and Utah and
winning both lhe utah and Sun
Devil In vHa tiona is. UNM
competed agninst them at·the Sun
Devil Tourney and finished in
third placQ behind the Wildcats
and host Arizona State.
'l'he Lobos arc 2·3 on the year
with wins over Colorado State and
New Mexico State and losses to
Oklahomn, Brigham Young and
Utah.
Co·captains, Doug Massey and
Larry Farrar will l<!ad the
Wolfpack at the conference races.
Farrar- has the best times for UNM
in both the 200 and 1000 free
style races with Limes of 1:44.25
and 9:55.4. Massey leads the team
in the sprints with a 21.8 in the
50 ffeQ and a 46.9 in the lOO'f~ec. ;.He won tho WAC 100 freestyle
last year itt Utah with a 4 7. 7
clocking so he has an excellent
chance of ropeating.
Dave Feld will also be ,a
returning WAC champion after he
won the 200 l:!reaststroke in
r-~~·-Fo'r"'Aii'._.
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is a journey,
not, a destination."
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ALBUQUERQUE
GROWTH CENTER
505-344-7523
Groups Couples lndivoduals
for more iriformation call:

3020 Rio Gr~nde NW

Albuquerque, NM 87107

Gestcdt

FILM SPECIAL
TRI X 36 EXP.
~~~~:
Reg. $1.55

NOW
Jtfl'l~f·

TX 135-36

$ 1. 13 N

firs I 1 0 Rolls
This Week Only
1832 lomas NE

southwestern service
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FREE
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DRAFT BEER
with each Sandwich.
C'nrn,•r

of U niversi

& Central

____l

Airline Tickets
·i
r
& Reservations
J
and New Proposed' i

J

2:13.03 iast year. His best time
this year has been 2:15.5.
freshman Brfa.n .P<ttn.o iJ>
expected to add strength in the
butterfly wHh a best clocking in
1:57.3. Paul Harris should add
depth to the sprint events.
"I hope our hackstrokers can
score a few points," said Klatt
abou~ a ;;ore spot on the team all
year. "The meet is scored to 12th
place and our Jack o!' depth will
hinder us. Therefore, we have to
have a lot of first place points to
make up."
Diver, Warren Shaw, is
expected to fill in a huge gap
which cost the Lobos the
conference crown last year. The
new diving coach, Michele LeVois
said Shaw is ready to go and may
score in the top six.
UNM once again has an
outstanding relay team with the
best WAC times in both the 400
and 800 free relay~. They clocked
a 3:10 in the 400 while splashing
to a 7:03,7 in the 800.
Olh!lr returning WAC champs
will be Rick Rameson, o( BYU in
the 500 free; Gary Anderson,
Utah in the 50 free; Craig Conrad,
Colorado State, in the 100 breast;
Rick Rameson, BYU, in the 1650
free; Gordon ClevengQr, Arizona,
in the 200 back; and Judd Ioane,
Arizona, in thQ 100 back.
Klatt won the 200 free last year
for UNM with a time of 1:42.73.
Utah has dominatQd WAC
swimming winning the title nine
straight years before Colorado
State broke the streak in 1972.
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ore the NEW PLACE in town called "FAT HUMPHREY'S".
serve the finest Hero Sandwiches in town. You may call them
"HOAGIES", POORBOY'·S","BLIMPIES", nsUBS" or whatever.
After you hove tried one we are sure you will call them the
"BEsr••.

fAT

HUMPHREY'S
266·1981
3624 CENTRAL SE
HOURS
Just EAST of Carlisle
Monday-Thursday I 0 AM till1 0 PM
.Friday-Saturday 10 AM
till. 2 AM '
.

MENS

SHOP

2120 Central SE
243-6954
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1 Corrales Angling I
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Trapper Dan#PA

It's no San Ju11n and it doesp't beat fly fishing in the JemQ~, but
angling all the Corrales Drain can be as rewarding as anywhere in the
state.
Located onlY 15 miles north of Albuquerque, the drain offers city
residents a fishing spot that is close as well as challenging.
Experienced anglers have been known to pull out rainbow and
German brown trout of the 18·23 inch variety,
The usual reaction of a fisherman approaching the drain for the
first time is, "You gotta be kidding, there are no t.rout in &n
irrigation· ditch." B\lt whether yo\1 are a worm drowner like Bob
Lake or a purist fly fisherman' like myself, the drain has a lot to
offer; even a few smallmouth bass. It is ·not \lnusual that the Corrales
Drain has been, and will continue to be one a( my favorite fishing
ha1,1nts.
;..,.,
Only last week myself and my
fishing buddy Scott Eaton landed
our limit of browns and
rain bows-a bagful any fisherman
would be proud of. Among our
catch were four browns just over
15 inches, a•wmbcr of 10·11 inch
browns and a l'ew stock~r
rainbows. 'rhc majol'ity of these
wiley trout were C~Jught with u
No. 6 green wolly worm wiLh grey
hackle. The rainbows were caught
on a small silver Mepps spinner,
Not bad for an irrigation ditch.
One ndvuntage the drain has over
other streams in the state is that
the fish will hit wet and dry flies
almost year-round. 'rhe water
temperature usually remains a
constant 45 degrees and is always
clear. The clear water has its
disadvantages, however, as the fish
can see you comh1g. The banks
along the ditch are elevated about
four lo six feet above the watet·
and that makes it even easier for
the fish to spot you, This makes
fly fishing in the drain especially
hard, but as one veteran fly fisherman used to say, ".rr ya wanta
ketcha trout, ya eithm· hafta be smartel' than they ai·e, or ya hafla
use bait."
Unfortunately, the drain is also a good place to baiHish. It is
stocked regularly with docile rainbows by the Game and Fish
Department. These rainbows are fairly easy to catch, as they will
bite on anything from garlic cheese to marshmallows. On a warm,
sunny day you will find many Corrales locals and a few me.mbers of
Bob Lake's fishing class (who have been led astray) sitting on the
banks along with the red ants and bullsnakes. Every now and then,
you 'II see them land a meager rainbow or a sucker.
'!'here are some big browns in the drain, but it takes intelligence
and finesse to catch one. The big ones I've caught have usually come
from the upper portions of the drain where the weeds are thick and
overhanging the bank. Hardly anyone else fishes there and I'm never
. bothered by simple bait fishermen. But every now and then some
maladjusted nimrod with his , 22 comes along futiley shooting at fish
and muskrats, Where are the game wardens when you need them?
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UNM 25 GAME BASKETBALL STATS
Won 13; Lost 12. WAC: 4·9
GM FG·A
PCT. F'f·A
PCT.
REB AVG.
Hagins
25
158·339
.646 62•96
.646
29115.1
Pokorski
124·225
25
.551 91·125
.728
171 13.6
King
25
.4;64 9i·108
90·194
.843
52 10.8
Tappert
17
68·165
.412 41·47
.872
53 10.4
D. Davis
25
57·143
.399 34·51
.667
43 5.9
Williams
20
34·87
.391 31·47
..65'9
29 4.9
Cacy
24
42·90
.467 32·44
.727
58 4.8
Patterson 15
30·65
.462
6·15
.400
30 4.4
Koller
12·33
.364 19·27
22
.704
45 1.9
S, Davis
22
7·26
.269 18•30
.600
32 1.5
Kruse
18
11·30
.367
5·8
.625
25 1.5
Others
. 35·84
16
.416 23·26
.885
34 5.8
UNM
25
668·1481 .451 453·624
.726
1011 71.6
OPP
25
712-1532 .465 336•499
.673
956 70.4
Minutes played: Hagins-830, King-824, Pokorski-750, ·D,
Davis-459, Toppert-403, Cacy'-398, BaHie-283,
Williams-282, Koller--258, S. Davis-239, Patterson-188,
Ktuse-119, Hudson-10.
,
Team Highs: 95 points against Army; .544 field goal
percentage against Army (37·68); .913 free throw percentage
against CSU (21·23); 29 tu_rnovers agaillst Army; 29 p(jrsonal
fouls against New Mexico State. ·
.
Biil Hagins has been the leading reboundei in 20 of the 25
games. He has led in scol'ing in ten of the 25.

KUNGFU
Tai Chi Sword
Shaolin Staff
3015 Central NE
268·7023
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CHARTERS
CALL TOLL FREE
1 aoo. 325 4867

LESS THAN

1/2
REG. FARE

Lobo Thinclads Go Hung~y
By HAROLD SMITH
because he's one of those guys
"We did verY well for our firs~ from Kenya. I'm sick of them,"
indoor tr&ck meet," said Hugh
Phippen, a transfer from High
Hackett, UNM coach. "Every Point College in North Carolina,
performance was good."
.
·took fourth place in the NAIA
But the Lobos lost to the UTEP nationals. About New Mexic.o he
Miners, 93·51, despite some said, ''.Just living here is enough
career-best outputs from several for me."
runners and one pole vaulter, The
On the other hand, Phippen has
meet, held in El Paso on March 1, . some definite viewpoints o.n the
was determined by Miner depth. UNM track program. He said,
Hackett said, "In five events "This team has a lot of talent. If it
they beat us. 40:5 and we got beat had a decent track we'd have good
by 40 point.~." UNM's weak areas times, We could win the WAC."
include the high Jump, pole vault,
Phippen said the University
shot put and discus.
Stadium track is "just a pile of
"They're tremendous in field dirt,"
events," J-fackett said. "We're ' Three· mil Q r BI air John~on
going t.o have to .recruit field event placed third in the meet. Johnson,
men,"
'rhe only problem, Hackett
~aid, in recruiting talent in those
events is, "weight men can't get
enough to cat here. Football and

l....

who was sidelined during the
indoor season, said, "I got
discouraged and quit for a
month.'' Mostly the. layof( was
because of sickness, but Johnson
said, "It was partly because I
didn't get to go to tbe NCAA .
cross country.
''I felt I could have made
All-American, but Hackett said it
was too expensive. He did the
same thing to Faustino Salazar
last year." Blair said he is
"confident now" arter his WAC
qualifying run in El Paso.
The Lohos &re scheduled at
University Stadium against
Eastern New Mexico on March 8
at 1:30 p.m.
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Let's giv~

Daily Lobo

Sports

Aggies Post

2930 CENTRAL SOUTH EASTI

a hand!

$64
WHILE 15 LAST
NEW STORE ONLY
REAL"ISTIC AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER AT 54% OFF!

COlLEGE
N~tlON:tN'" WEEK
''PllC ft\ll-11
AP
.

'

d "Pitch In!''
·
organ1ze
ihere'sprobablyan r campus fot the
on cyou
WeeK program
April 7-'11 .
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week 0 f
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ot contact y
. d helP give
WhYO
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. . litter problem•
0
d With the
'
America a han
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299

REALISTIC .
DIAMOND
REPLACEMENT Most swtes
NEEDLES
--

CHARGE IT
At Radio Shack

95

Reg.

139.95

31-2049

SAVE $20

SAVE $20
RADIO SHACK MEMORY
CALCULATOR

69.95

SAVE $10
'

65·620

New
Store Only,

AFFORDABLE CAR STEREO
8-TRACK PLAYER I

New Store Only

Reg.
Batlery Or AC
Powered!

OUR FAMOUS MC-1000
SPEAKER SYSTEM!

49.95

Constant, Floating

Decimal,
Percent Key!

FLUSH MOUNT
12-1841

SURMCE MOUNT

12-1842

gs~
paJr

Reg.

·

59.95 Each

3995

each
40·1980

RADIO SHACK HASN'I RAISED. A PRICE SINCE JULY, 1974 BUT WE'VE LOWERED THEM PLENTY!

~1IDOO!YJ

COPIES

~liT

5¢

2930 CENTRAL SOUTH EAST

Open
Saturdays

P·RlNTERS
2220 Ci!tiltaf S .t:.
·Mnxr~o

Snap up our STA-188 at this ridiculous price!
Features AM·FM tuning meter, full-range tone
controls, Main and/or remote speaker switches,
tape inputs/outputs with monitor. Phono input,
stereo indicator, headphone jack. Hurryl Only
15 to sell at this low price. There's only one.
place you can find it . • . Radio Shack.

and you can

While the UNM basketball team
has been fighting all year to keep
its head above water, the New
Mexico State _Aggies down the
river have racked up a 20·6 record
and is virtually assured ot a berth
in a post-season tournament.
Last week the Aggies ended
their regular season with a 64•54
w1n over Bradley on the road and
became just the fourth team· in
NMSU histot•y .to win 20 games.
They finished secolld in the
Mi ssouti Valley Cortferenc;e to
Louisville, but may still make it
·into the NCAA as one of the 12
at-lal'ge teams ih this yeat's
tourney.

tch!p)JOM :!68,2424

MIKE FEYEN

SAVE

20 Wins

Aibuqul!rquQ", New

MEET OUR
NEW STORE
MANAGER

Amer1ca

basketball have training tables,
but the WAC doesn't ullow it irt
the other sports,"
Hackett said thl
aforementioned rule was a WAC
attempt at keeping the cost of the
total spo.rts program down. He
said, "I've been here a long time,
and the 250·pounder always
leaves.'' Hackett said the
exception is senior shot putter
Randy Withrow.
The Lo)>o mentor said BYU
and UTEP do riot seem to have
the problem. "You know La
Posnda," he said. "It's not enough
fot' 250-pound men."
Back to the Minet·UNM meet·
Hackett said he was pleased with
Michael Solomon's :47.1 in the
440. lfe said, ''It was the fastest
open qunt"tcr he's ever run."
However, Solomon said, "I wasn't
too satisfied with it. The track
made the difference."
Other Lobo wil)ners were Bob
Phippen, 880; Mel Powers, 120
hurdles and 440 intermediate
hurdles; Mikael Bernhardt, triple
jump; and the mile relay team.
Tom Snowden turned in a
career best 880 clocking, 1:50.5,
for a second-place finish behind
teammate Phippen. Phippen, who
ran his second best time, said, ''It
was extremely easy. I blew by
th!!m on the last stretch. l really
wanted to beat (Frank) Munene

'

81100

Phone: 256-9329- Across From
University Campus.
. Door opens at 10 a.m.
.

TANDV CORPORATION COMPANV

PRICES MAY VARY ATfNDlVIDUAL STORE$
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

I

Rntcn: lOt per word per 1]ay with a
$1,00 ncr dnY minimum charge, or 6¢
per word per day with a 60¢ per clay
mlrJimum. char~:c Cor ads published five
or more cOn!lccutlvc days with no
refund,
Terms: Payment must be made In full
prior to .lnaertlon of uclvcrtls!lmcnt.
Where: Marron Unll, rm. 132
or b11 mail
Clnaslflcd Advertlslm"
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N,M. 87131

l)

PERSONALS

OLD LODOS on sqlo for lOc cn¢h, :nm.
132, Marron Hl~ll.

tnry, cxcl\l~iv¢ly Pn KllS'l'. 1J.'!lno your
FM dlnl to 112.3 for details.
tfn

GA. Y nn.d 11ceil to tnll~··wlth gny peopl1,1 J
Cnll .Juniper, Sun 2:30 PM-lt PM; Mon.
Sttt. '7 :ao .PM-11 PM. Mcijf~ Vlstn 2027.
3/12

FOUND: 'l'cxt Dook in Mnrron Hnll 104,
MondnY 2/17 1 IdentifY & cluim Mnrron
Unll 132.

PRJWNAN'!' .AND Nl~Im HELP? You
hnvq friends who cnrc nt Birthright.
ten
247-9819.
·
AGORA now open 24 hours, 7 ilaya n
weE!!>. •rrnlned volunteers nre nlwnYil
here, NW Corner .Mean Vlatll, .277-3013.
3/7
SQUARE DANCE LESSONS, aingle&
club, 20 wcelts, Tucsdlt)'ll. 7 pm Jlighlund Jiigh CnCctl.!rfa. Free 11essions,
~urch 4, 11,
3/ll
MAKE IT DIG. Garden lots, fourth acre,
$50 Cor scnaon. Irrigated, protectcdJ
choice, SW nren. 1136 Goff SW.
3/o

2)

1969 SUZUKI 'J.'•l2P \lnder 6000 mi., ncceds
l'!ome work, $180; Crl.lhl'. Stereo - car
cnssette Player, $45; Delco pushbutton
rudio, $30, Day or night, 242-9284. :l/7
1973 VEGA G'f-!1/Cccllcnt condition. $2000
or b~t offer. Cull 255·2529.
3/7
4-CYLINDER TUN~U.P special. $12 &
J>atta (SUS add $5) PcoPI\'8 Car Im·
l>Ort & Domestic. Auto Rcpnir1 4747
lsletu SW, Volkswagen Specialista. 8730526.
.
3/7
JEWEf"ERS: If you need OPALS by
3/28/7o, cnll 843-6093 now.
3/7

LOST & FOUND

3) SEHVICES -·-------~--DARRYS J~T... EC'rRONIC REP.Atn, 118
Sun Pedro SE, 266·0331), Color 'f!Vs,
tupc (Icc~, t~tE.ireoll, ~1 mpliflcr11 , nuto
rndlos, inatnll Durglnr Alurma. 10r;1, Iliacount lor Students with ID. Quick Scr_!Lee,
3/10
WATERDEDS-complete ayl'!tems 11tart!ng
nt $69,95. Water TriPI!. 3407 Cc11tral
ucroas from Arbics. 268-8455,
tfn
PROFESi:HONAL TYPIST. IBM Selectric,
Renllonnblc rntcs with guaranteed accuracy. l'!ll8·7l47,
2/7
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos.
Lowcat Prices in town! Fal'!t, p)cMing,
Ncar UNM, Cull .266-2444 or cgme to

61

GARDENS-home grown!! better, cheaper
-irrlc-uted b)' owner. 277·5813 1 873·1131.

'!'IRED OI~ WlN'fER '! Bench Blnnltct
3/31
.nust nt .NED'S. Wednesduy, Mnrch 12,
8 PM to Midnight. 4200 Central SE.
IJED ZEPPI.,lN Js coming to KRS'I\ 92.3.
ONE BEDROOM APT. Two block!! UNM,
3/7
;:-:.iijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil3l/ll21iiii1Aiil'rlwlolhlolulrILIEIDIIZII!}IPIPILIIINirlolckltllmlclnl.iiiilli7I17·G·Irlalrd~~B~Ivldlii".NI.Eii.iiiiiiiiiiiij~t!~n . $135 month, utilities included. 277·3985
VARSITY HOUSE, ¥.: block UNM, deluxe l·bdrm, twin or double, air condi·
tioned. $165 includes utUities. 141 Co.
Iuinbin SE,
. 3/10
WANTED: FEMALE roommate, $77
month lncludcl! utilities, p}JOne Kathy
266-2804.
3/10
ROOMMATE NEEDlm . share large 2·
bdrm. Steve 256-3703, 1404 Catlisle SE,
$65 & 1,6 utilities,
3/5
PRESENTS
WAN'fED ASAP: Two female roommntes
to shtu•e nice npt., % block from cumpus. Call 266-3830.
3/7

ASUNM PEC & KRST
ifDl @® }q @G; fi'~

.THE NITTY 6RITTY
BIRT 13ANB
SPECIAL GUEST STAR

JOHN HARTFORD
Sunday, Apri16, 1975
8: 1_5 p.m.
Popejoy Hall
Reserved Seat Tickets
Available At:
Sub Box Office
&.
Gold s·t. Records
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FORSALE

FLUTE ARTLEY slightly used, $125;
Gctr.l!ll Trumpet, $130; Piccolo, $150,
Frank, 268-7290.
3/6
CJ{ARUE ROMERO. Unique goltl and
diamond wedding rings. 293-6901, 5/2
OLIN MK II{ SKIS with Salomon bindinl-'11. Excellent condition. 1 1tJ ycurs old.
$125. l!unaon boots, 2 years old, excel·
lent also. $50, 842·9377,
3/20
SI<I 'l'OURJNG & BACKPACKING equip~
mcnt from the professionals at the Trail
Hnus-Sules, rentnl!l, service, und clinics.
Since 1967, New Mexico's leaclin~ ski ·
touring center-Trail Haus, 1031 San
Mutco SE, 256-9190.
3/6
BicYCLES FORSALE. Largest .selccti~t{
nt lowest prices on Gltnne Liberia,
Zeus, nnd twenty other of: the world's
finest makcs. Used bikes from $30. New
bikes !rom $90. WORLD CHAMPION
lHCYCLES, 2122 Coal Place SE, 843·
9878,
trn
VOLVO & VOLI<:SW.AGEN WORK. Rea·
sonabla prices, Foreign Auto Service,
6121 Gibson SE, 265-6124.
tfn
WATERBEDS cornplctc systems starting
nt $69.95. Water Trips, 3407 Central,
Across .from_ .Arbie.q. 268-8466.
ten
ANTIQUES: New shipment just nrrived:
quilts, clothes, art dcco, photographs,
stained glass, wicker, oak furnlturc1 accessories•. SILVER SUNBEAM, 3409
Central NE, 256-71<13.
3/13
ENCI.OSED SLIDE-IN CAMPER for
LWll pickup, 207•A Cornell SE, $300,
281-5128.
3/5
'71 TRIUMPH S/S BLAZER, 250 sintde.
3/10
$325, After G, 255-7707.
SPOR'l'SVAN BEAU'l'IFUL, $2770: want
artist, etc. Design 1ettcl•hcnd, cnfds.
. - 3/7
268-3063. .

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

FIGURE MODELS AVAILABLE, Call
Stephanie 265-6664, New models also
3/10
welcome.

8)

THAVEL

LOOKING FOR FEMALE lovcr/compunion to tnke trlp/ll!lventurc. Sec JG,
407 Columbia.
·
3/5
·YOU. nELONG In Snn Francisco for
spring break. Round-trip group rate~
$133,7~i ( Ul or more). Call Thunder3/7
bird 'fravel. 265-5961,

tonight 1 - 9
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EMPLOYMENT

WANT TO DUlLD n good Part-time ln ..
_come. Call Errtic 873 'f298l evenings. 3/llmiST, AROHI;rECT, tA> design letterheads, c"rds. Selling Sportsvan, $2770.
3/7
268-3063.
MAGICIANS, CLOWNS,
JUGGLERS,
song, nnd dance nets wanted, Vnudcvillc is back I Cull Michael Anthony,
265·7200.
3/G •
AUDITIONING SINGLES nnd duos for
· nightclub, Must be tule11ted und 21. Cull
L!lwie at ~81-0919 between 4 nnd 1>. 3/5
LPN'S WORK part-time around your
cln.'lll schedule. l'rivnte duty or staff relief. liOMJ'JMAl<:ERS/JOHN 292-3450.
~qual opportunity employer.
- 3/7
RN'S WORK part-time urwml your class
achedule. Privute duty or stuff relief.
HOMEMAKERS/UPJOHN 292.3450, An
QqUal opportunity employer,
3/7

.
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9:00

Fred Astaire. Jane Powell

CHABROLS

·. ~· . . ,... ....~·:· ... •. ..-· . ·.~:t ::

Bookstore Announcement
.

.

Seniors!

A MATTER OF LUST AND DEATH

-- -- --

fri --

.

'Class ring orders sho~ld be pla~ed with the ~NM Bookstore

Before March 15
for delivery before gra.duation.
A variety of styles and settings are available.

Orders will be taken for cap _and gow~ rentals
· for commencement exercises from March 31 to April 15.

·orders must be placed by April 15.
Graduation announcement orders may b.e placed' at that ·time~

I
U.N.M. STUDENT UNION
THEATRE 277·2031

\
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